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…and in the end the love you get is the love you make

Something tickled my feet. I muttered and opened my eyes, still tired and willing to
continue sleeping. I couldn’t see clearly what was above me, but I knew this was the
person who tickled my feet.
“Have you woken up, sleeping beauty?” I heard a beautiful voice which I could assign
immediately: it was Tegoshi’s and he stroked my hand.
“Obviously.” I wrinkled my brow, still thinking about the strange dream I had. Maybe
this was because I ate too much Pockys the night before?
“What’s the matter? You’ve talked while you were sleeping and it was… kinda
strange.” He sat more close to me on the bed, still holding my hand and looked
strained. I stretched myself and grinned at him.
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“Nothing special. But…”
“Yeah?”
“Are Pockys the light of the world?”
Tegoshi sorted and said laughing: “What? I don’t think so... How do you get that idea?”
“Because this was in my dream…”
The other one grinned and said: “It was because you ate too much of them, right? I
knew it!”
I pouted and turned more to him. “I was hungry…”
“You’re always hungry… Remember that big bunch of Gyozas which made your mom
for us? You ate them all!”, he said and took my hand solid in his. I grinned. “But I fed
you with some of my Pockys. And I somehow think you liked that, didn’t you?”
Tegoshi smiled and said “Yeah but as I said… In the end you seized all of them for
yourself and nothing was left for me. And now I am hungry…”
I smirked. “Hmm… What could we do about that?”
“I think you know pretty exactly what we could do…”
After he said that, I turned myself more to him, so that I almost laid on him. “You want
a repayment for what I did to you, don’t you?”
He nodded and smiled. I smiled back and kissed softly his lips. His hand was still
holding mine and I could feel the other stroking in my neck.

When we unclasped there was still this sweet taste on my lips. I glared at Tegoshi,
now lying completely in him. At this moment, I felt completely happy to have him by
my side.
“Say…”
“Yes?”
“Don’t you want to tell me about your weird pocky-dream?”
I nodded and laughed. “It’s kinda strange, yeah… We were in a spaceship and there
were some Aliens which told us we have to sell our Goseki-shares if we want to save
the Sahara, which was stolen by other Aliens. When you refused to take a bath in
Cognac, they got really angry and tried to throw you out of the ship. But I
transformed into some strange costume and saved you, beat that aliens up and
landed the ship. Then we went to a big field with many flowers, were some girls were
waiting. Each one had a different hair color and hold some pocky which matched with
the hair in their hands. And there was this big woman, saying that Pockys are the light
of the world and that we need to save them. And at this moment, everywhere on the
field Pockys were growing out of the flowers. And then I woke up.”
He looked up to me, a bit confused. Then he smiled and said “So, Massu saved me
again, hm? I think this deserves a big reward.” Then he pulled with his free hand my
head down to him and kissed me passionately.

“Tiny hero…”

“and in the end the love you make is the love you get.” (The Beatles)
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